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Napoleons Guard Cavalry Men At Arms
Napoleon's line infantry was founded upon that of the Ancien Régime. A total reorganisation began on 1 January 1791 with the abolition of the old regimental titles, and
over the next two years an increasing number of conscript and volunteer battalions
were formed. Their quality varied from the proficiency of the early National Guard
regiments to the untrained and ill-equipped rabble of the levée. To combine the
discipline and steadiness of the regular army with the revolutionary fervour of the new
army, the Amalgame was decreed on 21 February; by this measure each regular
battalion became the nucleus of a new Demi-Brigade.
One of the least understood of Napoleon's corps were the four regiments of Gardes
d'honneur, raised in 1813 during the frantic rebuilding of the French cavalry after the
huge losses in Russia. Recruited from the leading social classes, uniformed and
equipped at their own expense, and accompanied by servants to take care of such
unpleasant chores as stable duty, these men were promised commissions as officers
after a year's service in the ranks. Though spectacularly unready for combat upon their
arrival with the army, the Guards of Honour would gain skill and confidence while
serving alongside the élite cavalry of the Imperial Guard in the campaigns of Saxony
and France, 1813-14, and distinguished themselves in battle at Hanau and Rheims.
The story of their organisation, uniforms and service is researched from rare archives
and memoirs, and illustrated with portraits, surviving uniform items, and meticulous
colour plates.
In 1795 the kingdom of Poland fell prey to her stronger neighbours, Russia, Prussia and
Austria. Following the death of the king of Poland in 1798, his kingdom was divided
among these three neighbouring powers. France became increasingly involved, and
protested at Poland's treatment, offering refuge for Polish exiles. On 11 October 1796
the Polish Legion was formed in the French army by General Dombrowski and
Napoleon. This book covers the uniforms, dress, organisation and equipment of the
infantry, artillery, and cavalry of Napoleon's Polish Troops. Among the cavalry units
covered are the Chasseurs and Lancers. This title also provides a summary of the
Polish divisions' campaigns in Spain, Russia and within Poland itself.
This book draws on original regimental records to give by far the most detailed account
ever published in English of the organization and personalities of the most renowned of
the foreign units that served in the Emperor's armies. Unlike most of his foreign troops,
these Polish horsemen were true volunteers, who owed their honoured place in his
Imperial Guard to their proven courage and dash on battlefields from Spain to Russia.
The text is illustrated with rare portraits and photographs, and with detailed colour
plates of the Lancers' magnificent uniforms.
The glory of the Imperial Guard resounds above all others in the annals of war.
Created, built and nurtured as a bodyguard for Napoleon, it grew from a brigade of less
than two thousand men into a virtual army, and became ‘a human fortress which no
one but he could dominate and no enemy could penetrate’. And, on such battlefields
as Austerlitz, Jena, Friedland, Wagram and Waterloo, it won the laurels of undying
fame. Written by France’s foremost historian of the Napoleonic Wars, Commandant
Henry Lachouque, and translated and adapted by Anne S. K. Brown, this sumptuous
work is enhanced by over 180 illustrations, including 86 plates in full colour. With its
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vivid narrative and lavish illustrations, The Anatomy of Glory can lay justifiable claim to
be one of the most magnificent books on military history ever published. The critical
acclaim that greeted it upon its first publication provides ample testimony to its
reputation: ‘This dramatic account of the birth, life and death of the fabulous Imperial
Guard tells a stirring story in English for the first time.’-The Saturday Review of
Literature. ‘No one but the most presumptuous who wishes to know about the Imperial
Guard can afford to ignore this astonishing compilation. The illustrations alone...are
reproduced with a clarity, a beauty, and technical perfection which no one can fail to
admire.’ Journal of the RUSI. ‘This sumptuous book ... can yield rich rewards to any
reader interested in the fabric of leadership. It is a delight to look at and a pleasure to
read.’ -The New York Times. `... Not the well-worn history of conquest and defeat, but
of the grognards themselves, marching through readable pages.’ -History Today.
‘Anne S. K. Brown has used her knowledge of French history and uniforms to render
Lachouque freely and vigorously. Napoleon just happened to be fallible. But the superb
apparatus of his fallibility is gorgeously recalled in this volume.’ The Scotsman.
Dressed in outrageously romantic uniforms and led by a flamboyant clique of aristocrats
and ex-troopers, Napoleon's cavalry fought in Austria, Germany, Egypt, Italy, Poland,
Belgium, and Spain. This account of the most remarkable and successful cavalry in
history is the culmination of 30 years of research.
Driven out of Germany after his defeat at Leipzig in 1813, Napoleon seemed to face
disaster. Some 345,000 Allied troops were converging on France from the east; and
Napoleon had only about 80,000 men. Most of his veterans had been killed in Russia
and Germany, and he was short of cavalry to counter the swarms of Cossacks. For his
last and possibly most brilliant campaign, Napoleon raised three regiments of mounted
Scouts for his Imperial Guard. Through the story of these units the reader can follow
Napoleon's dazzling manoeuvres in the campaign of 1814; and their widely varied
uniforms are reconstructed in meticulously researched colour plates.
This is a groundbreaking series of books in English by author, re-enactor, and
equestrian Paul L. Dawson that use thousands of pages of French archival documents,
translations of more than 200 French eyewitness accounts, and dozens of new
paintings by Keith Rocco to tell the story of Napoleon s final military operations and his
defeat at the battle of Waterloo. Napoleon s Last Army (NLA) is the most
comprehensive study ever made of the French army in 1815, using primary source
information that provides new insights into this famous campaign. NLA will expose
persistent myths and errors about the French forces at Waterloo and in the campaign of
1815."
During the Napoleonic era, Russia possessed a vast force of cavalry, forming a greater
percentage than that of most European armies. This stemmed partly from their service against
the Turks, who had huge numbers of troops, and partly from the fact that much Russian terrain
was suitable for the manoeuvre of large bodies of cavalry. This companion volume to Men-atArms 185 examines the organisation, tactics and uniforms of the Russian cavalry during this
dynamic and turbulent period, covering Cuirassiers, Dragoons, Hussars, Uhlans, Mounted
Jägers and the Lifeguard, as well as the Opolchenie militia and Cossacks.
The legendary Dutch 'Red' Lancers – the 2nd Light Horse Lancers of Napoleon's Imperial
Guard – were formed in 1810 after the emperor annexed Holland and its army to France. The
former hussars of the Dutch Royal Guard got a handsome new uniform, a new weapon, and a
hard-driving new colonel in Baron Edouard Colbert. His lancers distinguished themselves in
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Russia in 1812, at huge cost; in Germany in 1813, and in the Low Countries in 1814. When
Napoleon returned from exile in 1815 the Red Lancers were with him until night fell over
Waterloo. Ronald Pawly is the world's leading expert on the archival and pictorial record left by
this regiment; his detailed text is illustrated with rare portraits and photographs, and eight
glowing colour plates of a surprisingly wide variety of uniforms.
This title examines some of the most colourful and fanciful uniforms in military history, those of
Napoleon's Guard Cavalry. The detailed text covers units such as the Grenadiers à Cheval; the
Empress's Dragoons; the Chasseurs à Cheval; the Mamelukes; the Gardes d'Honneur; the
Polish Lancers; the Dutch Lancers; the German Lancers and the Lithuanian Tartars. A plethora
of illustrations complement the text, including eight fine full page colour plates by inimitable
Angus McBride, providing admirably detailed reconstructions of uniforms and accompanied by
ten pages of commentaries.
If not a field marshal's baton, what did Napoleon's soldiers really carry in their backpacks?
??Napoleon's Infantry Handbook is an essential reference guide, filled with fascinating detail
on the training, tactics, equipment, service and administration of Napoleon's infantry regiments.
Based on contemporary training manuals, regulations and orders, Napoleon's Infantry
Handbook details the everyday routines and practises which governed the imperial army up to
the Battle of Waterloo and made it one of history's most formidable military machines.
??Through years of research, Terry Crowdy has amassed a huge wealth of information on
every aspect of the infantryman's existence, from weapons drill and maintenance, uniform
regulations, pay, diet, cooking regulations, hygiene and latrine digging, medical care, burial of
the dead, how to apply for leave and so on. This remarkable book fills in the gaps left by
campaign histories and even eyewitness memoirs, which often omit such details. This book
doesn't merely recount what Napoleon's armies did, it explains how they did it. The result is a
unique guide to the everyday life of Napoleon's infantry soldiers.
From its origins as the Consular Guard of the French Republic, and as Napoleon's personal
bodyguard, the Imperial Guard developed into a force of all arms numbering almost 100,000
men. Used by Napoleon as his principal tactical reserve, the Guard was engaged only
sparingly, being deployed at the crucial moment of battle to turn the tide of victory in favor of
the Emperor of the French. Naturally, the Imperial Guard has been the subject of numerous
books over many decades, yet there has never been a publication that has investigated the
uniforms and equipment of the infantry of the Imperial Guard in such detail and with such
precision. The author has collected copies of almost all the surviving documents relating to the
Guard, which includes a vast amount of material regarding the issuing of dress items, in some
instances down to company level. This information is supported by an unrivaled collection of
illustrations, many of which have never been published before, as well as images of original
items of equipment held in museums and private collections across the globe. In addition, the
renowned military artist, Keith Rocco, has produced a series of unique paintings commissioned
exclusively for this book. This glorious book is, and will remain, unsurpassed as the standard
work on the clothing and equipment of the Imperial Guard, and will not only be invaluable to
historians, but also reenactors, wargamers and modelers. It is one of the most important
publications ever produced on this most famous of military formations.
This title looks at Napoleon's Middle and Young Guard infantry. The seniority of Guard infantry
was only established definitely in 1812 by the Guard's chief of personnel, Courtois. The title
'Young Guard' was assigned to the newly-raised regiments in 1809, but the term 'Middle
Guard' came into use about 1811. From the beginning the newer guard regiments were
committed to action first, the Old Guard, as Napoleon wrote, 'being so precious, one fears to
expose them'; thus the Fusiliers-Chasseurs distinguished themselves at Hilsberg whilst the rest
of the Guard was kept in reserve. In 1808 the Fusiliers went to Spain, serving at the Madrid
rising, Medina and Guadalajara. Philip Haythornwaite examines these troops in a detailed text
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backed by numerous illustrations including eight full page colour plates by Bryan Fosten.
A concise history of the hand-picked elite cavalry guard that served as Napoleon's close
personal escort and were committed to the most dangerous areas of combat on the battlefield.
Formed from his original escort of "Guides" and the "Consular Guard" in 1799, the Mounted
Chasseurs were a personal favourite of the Emperor, who wore their uniform on campaign.
Ronald Pawly's unique research into regimental archives has uncovered unprecedented detail
about this exceptional unit and its soldiers and officers. With their colorful uniforms recreated in
full-color artwork and accounts of their actions in the most critical battles of the Napoleonic
Wars (1799-1815), this book provides a comprehensive description of a legendary elite.
This historical study of Napoleonic battles and tactics examines firsthand accounts from
soldiers’ memoirs, diaries, and letters: “A major work” (David Seymour, Military Illustrated). In
this illuminating volume, historian Rory Muir explores what actually happened in battle during
the Napoleonic Wars, putting special focus on how the participants’ feelings and reactions
influenced the outcome. Looking at the immediate dynamics of combat, Muir sheds new light
on how Napoleon’s tactics worked. This analysis is enhanced with vivid accounts of those who
were there—the frightened foot soldier, the general in command, the young cavalry officer
whose boils made it impossible to ride, and the smartly dressed aide-de-camp, tripped up by
his voluminous pantaloons. Muir considers the interaction of artillery, infantry, and cavalry; the
role of the general, subordinate commanders, staff officers, and aides; morale, esprit de corps,
soldiers’ attitudes toward death and feelings about the enemy; the plight of the wounded; the
difficulty of surrendering; and the way victories were finally decided. He discusses the
mechanics of musketry, artillery, and cavalry charges and shows how they influenced the
morale, discipline, and resolution of the opposing armies. "Muir has filled an important gap in
the study of the Napoleonic era."—Library Journal

Napoleon's last 'Campaign of France' in 1814 proved to be one of his most brilliant
during the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815). He relied as never before on committing his
elite Imperial Guard cavalry to battle. He raised three new regiments of crack Éclaireurs
– 'Scouts' – which were attached to the Guard Mounted Grenadiers, Empress's
Dragoons and Polish Lancers respectively which would counterattack the Cossacks
and gather vital information. Each regiment had its own style of uniform, but part of
each was armed with lances. Although they were short-lived, these Scout units greatly
distinguished themselves in the last battles of the collapsing Empire.
This volume of French eyewitness accounts of Waterloo, published for the first time in
full in English, completes Andrew Field's pioneering work on the French experience in
this decisive battle. These vivid recollections add a new dimension to our understanding
of what happened on 18 June 1815.Readers will now be in a position to come to their
own conclusions and they can compare the French accounts with those of soldiers from
the allied armies, in particular the British, which have largely determined our
assumptions about the battle for the last 200 years. They will also gain a heightened
insight into the trauma that the French eyewitnesses went through on the battlefield and
afterwards as they tried to explain and come to terms their loss.This second volume
features graphic descriptions of the battle as it was remembered by men of the 2nd and
6th corps, cavalry, artillery and Imperial Guard and medical services of Napoleon's
army. Their words give us not only a telling inside view their actions during that
extraordinary day, but they also record in graphic detail what they saw and show us
how they reacted to Napoleon's historic defeat.
The concept of the bodyguard is as ancient as the practice of an individual assuming
the leadership of a group or tribe. From the Companions of Alexander to the
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Varangians of Byzantium, bodies of élite warriors, owing personal allegiance to their
sovereign and obeying no others, have illuminated or stained the annals of military
history. Napoleon's Imperial Guards probably represent the last true link in a chain
spanning the ages. Philip Haythornthwaite describes the history, organisation and
equipment of Napoleon's Guard Infantry in an engaging work which includes numerous
illustrations and eight full page colour plates superbly drawn by Bryan Fosten.
Few military formations have attracted more attention than Napoleon's Imperial Guard,
and fewer still have been so extravagantly clothed and accoutred with the finest
materials and the brightest colours. On both campaign and parade, the Guard, and
especially the cavalry regiments, provided a dazzling display of military grandeur. From
the green and gold trappings of the Chasseurs à Cheval, to the multi-coloured
Mamelukes, the Guard cavalry was among the most brilliantly dressed formations ever
to grace the field of battle. In compiling this magnificent volume, the author has
collected copies of almost all the surviving documents relating to the Guard, which
includes a vast amount of material regarding the issuing of dress items, even in some
instances down to company level. This information is supported by around 100
contemporary prints, many of which have never been published before, as well as
images of original items of equipment held in museums and private collections across
the globe. In addition, the renown military artist, Keith Rocco has produced a series of
unique paintings commissioned exclusively for this book. This glorious book is, and will
remain, unsurpassed as the standard work on the clothing and equipment of the
Cavalry of the Imperial Guard, and will be eagerly sought by reenactors, wargamers
and modellers, and will sit on the book shelves of historians and enthusiasts as one of
the most important publications ever produced on this most famous of military
formations.
After Prussia's dismemberment a drastic re-organisation of the entire army was
necessary, and the cavalry underwent this process with the rest. At the time of the
mobilisation in 1813, the somewhat reduced mounted arm was supplemented by
voluntary and militia formations; and once peace was established after the First
Abdication, a further re-organisation was begun. The fateful campaign of 1815 was
fought with the Prussian cavalry still in the throes of this re-organisation. Packed with
diagrams, illustrations and eight full page colour plates by Bryan Fosten, this book by
Peter Hofschröer details the history, organisation, equipment and uniforms of the
Prussian cavalry which fought in the Napoleonic wars.
Napoleons Imperial Guard was arguably the most famous military formation to tread the
battlefields of Europe. La Garde Imperial was created on 18 May 1804, and from its
origins as a small personal escort, the Guard grew in size and importance throughout
the Napoleonic era. Eventually, it became the tactical reserve of the Grande Arme,
comprising almost a third of Napoleons field forces. The men of the Imperial Guard
were the lite of the First Empire, its officers and men the military aristocracy of postRevolutionary France.Used only sparingly, the Guard acquired a reputation of
invincibility. Such had become its prestige, when the attacks of the Guard were
repulsed at Waterloo, they signaled not only the defeat of the French army but also the
end of an era.In this magnificent study, unparalleled in depth and scope, the renowned
French historian Commandant Henry Lachouque has produced a lavish and sumptuous
work. It combines vivid narrative with valuable and unique uniform illustrations,
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including seventy-four full color plates from the Anne S.K. Brown collection, to make
The Anatomy of Glory one of the most important and most sought-after books on
military history ever published.
In a series of wonderful, full-color plates, this superb book conveys the glory of soldiers
of a military era surpassing the splendor of any others. 91 illustrations.
During the Napoleonic Wars all the major combatants fielded large numbers of light
cavalry. These nimble, fast-moving regiments performed a variety of vital roles, from
reconnaissance and keeping contact with the enemy during the movement of armies, to
raiding, skirmishing, and the pursuit to destruction of beaten enemies. In practice, light
cavalry were often also employed for battlefield charges alongside the heavy cavalry.
Featuring period illustrations and specially commissioned colour artwork, this is the
second volume of a two-part study of the cavalry tactics of the armies of Napoleon and
those of his allies and opponents. Written by a leading authority on the period, it draws
upon drill manuals and later writings to offer a vivid assessment of how light cavalry
actually fought on the Napoleonic battlefield.

The best-selling author of The Battle, Alessandro Barbero, was asked which
action saved Wellington at Waterloo prior to the arrival of the Prussians. He
replied: ‘If I should indulge in that game, I’d say the cavalry charge which
effectively broke d’Erlon's attack.’ In terms of regiments the greatest contributor
to that charge, made by the British heavy cavalry, was the King’s Dragoon
Guards (KDG), which fielded nearly half of the Household Brigade’s sabres. This
book tells the remarkable story of the KDG before, during and after the battle of
Waterloo, drawing on private, unpublished archive material. It concludes by
describing the KDGs link to their descendant regiment, 1st Queen’s Dragoon
Guards, of which HRH The Prince of Wales is Colonel-in-Chief.
The author of Waterloo: The Truth at Last “sheds new light on the campaign of
1815 and surely will satisfy all with an interest in the Napoleonic Era” (The
Napoleonic Historical Society Newsletter). When Napoleon returned to Paris after
exile on the Island of Elba, he appealed to the European heads of state to be
allowed to rule France in peace. His appeal was rejected and the Emperor of the
French knew he would have to fight to keep his throne. In just eight weeks,
Napoleon assembled 128,000 soldiers in the French Army of the North and on 15
June moved into Belgium (then a part of the kingdom of the Netherlands). Before
the large Russian and Austrian armies could invade France, Napoleon hoped to
defeat two coalition armies, an Anglo-Dutch-Belgian-German force under the
Duke of Wellington, and a Prussian army led by Prince von Blücher. He nearly
succeeded. Paul Dawson’s examination of the troops who fought at Ligny,
Quatre-Bras and Waterloo, is based on thousands of pages of French archival
documents and translations. With hundreds of photographs of original artifacts,
supplemented with scores of lavish color illustrations, and dozens of paintings by
the renowned military artist Keith Rocco, Napoleon’s Waterloo Army is the most
comprehensive, and extensive, study ever made of the French field army of
1815, and its uniforms, arms and equipment. “Contains many rare and previously
unpublished images in the form of full color drawings and photographs of
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surviving relics. As with the earlier volumes, this book will appeal to and be
enjoyed by a wide readership with special interest for historians, military history
enthusiasts, Napoleonic War enthusiasts and re-enactors.” —Firetrench
This superb and comprehensive book details the foreign units which formed such
an important part of Napoleon's forces. It examines each non-French unit in turn,
giving an overview of the unit's origins, its organizational and combat history, its
uniforms and standards, and details of the unit's eventual fate. Colourful
accounts, taken from contemporary reports and memoirs, emphasize the
qualities of the unit and throw light on what life was like for many of the foreign
soldiers recruited into the Grande Armée. In total more than 100 different foreign
units that served in the French Army are investigated in detail in this ambitious
publication. Some foreign units fought and flourished throughout the Consulate
and Empire, whilst others lasted for just a few months. Covers Polish, German,
Swiss, Italian, Spanish, and other units in the French Army and presents a
combat history and details uniforms for each regiment. Napoleon's Mercenaries
is the best single-volume study of this aspect of Napoleon s army and a vital
reference for every Napoleonic enthusiast. Little can be found on the foreign units
that were an integral part of the French army ... For a long time a gap has
existed, but now Napoleon s Mercenaries fills this gap. Robert Burnham,
Napoleonic Series
This text recounts the history of the Chasseurs a Cheval de la Garde Imperiale, a
unit whose ancestors can be traced back to the first battles won by Napoleon in
Italy and to the burning sands of the Egyptian desert."
The most exotic of all the troops of Napoleon's Imperial Guard were undoubtedly
the Mamelukes – the bodyguard of Oriental cavalry which followed him home
after the Egyptian expedition of 1798–1801, and remained with his Mounted
Chasseurs regiment throughout the First Empire. For the first time in English, this
book tells the Mamelukes' story, from Austerlitz to Waterloo. Quoting from the
original nominal rolls and battle casualty returns, the author brings individual
members of this extraordinary unit to life. His text is illustrated with rare early
engravings and paintings, and the full-colour plates show the development of the
unit's romantic Turkish uniforms.
One of the leading voices on national-security issues in the US Congress
demonstrates how words have been sharp and powerful weapons of victory in
this compilation of great military speeches that helped turn the tide of history.
Congressman Israel has included speeches that have motivated and mobilized,
challenged and comforted. Some were blurted in the heat of combat, others
carefully written in places far removed from the brutality of the battlefield, but all
will inspire readers with the courage that moved people forward against all odds.
This dramatic sweep of military history in the words of history's military leaders
serves to reinforce the concept that the pen is mightier than the sword.
Congressman Steve Israel represents New York's second district and is a
member of the House Appropriations Committee and former member of the
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Armed Services Committee.
A concise history of the hand-picked elite cavalry guard that served as
Napoleon's close personal escort and were committed to the most dangerous
areas of combat on the battlefield. Formed from his original escort of 'Guides' and
the 'Consular Guard' in 1799, the Mounted Chasseurs were a personal favourite
of the Emperor, who wore their uniform on campaign. Ronald Pawly's unique
research into regimental archives has uncovered unprecedented detail about this
exceptional unit and its soldiers and officers. With their colourful uniforms
recreated in full-colour artwork and accounts of their actions in the most critical
Napoleonic battles, this book provides a comprehensive description of these
legendary elite soldiers.
This outstanding biography is the story of courage. It charts the career of a
superbly brave cavalryman against the rise and fall of his imperial master. Pierre
Daumesnil was a loyal follower of Napoleon during his rise and his fall. Enlisting
as a private soldier in 1793, he was caught up in the tumult of the Napoleonic
Wars, surviving campaign after campaign and emerging as a much-decorated
general and Baron of the Empire. It was a meteoric rise but one earned through
hard fighting, bravery and indefatigable courage. Daumesnil accompanied
Napoleon as an officer of his chasseurs and his service record reflects his years
of experience on the field of battle. Daumesnil joined the French Army as a
private in 1793 and was serving in Napoleon's Guides in 1797. He served in
Egypt in 1798, charged at Marengo in 1800, fought at Austerlitz and Eylau,
campaigned in Spain and saw action in Wagram. Terribly wounded at that battle,
losing a leg, Daumesnil became governor of the fortress of Vincennes. It was
here that he played his most celebrated role in the wars of Napoleon by refusing
to surrender the fortress to the Allies in 1814 and again in 1815. Daumesnil's life
was an adventure and one which typifies the dash, colour and verve of this
astonishing period. This biography, by a leading author, will appeal to Napoleonic
enthusiasts and those interested in the life and times of Napoleon's elite
cavalrymen.
The battle of Borodino was one of the greatest encounters in European history,
and one of the largest and most sanguinary in the Napoleonic Wars. Following
the breakdown of relations between Russia and France, Napoleon assembled a
vast Grande Armée drawn from the many states within the French sphere of
influence. They crossed the river Neimen and entered Russian territory in June
1812 with the aim of inflicting a sharp defeat on the Tsar's forces and bringing the
Russians back into line. In a bloody battle of head-on attacks and desperate
counter-attacks in the village of Borodino on 7 September 1812, both sides lost
about a third of their men, with the Russians forced to withdraw and abandon
Moscow to the French. However, the Grande Armée was harassed by Russian
troops all the way back and was destroyed by the retreat. The greatest army
Napoleon had ever commanded was reduced to a shadow of frozen, starving
fugitives. This title will cover the events of Napoleon's disastrous Russian
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campaign of 1812 in its entirety, with the set-piece battle of Borodino proving the
focal point of the book.
From its origins as the Consular Guard of the French Republic, and as
Napoleon’s personal bodyguard, the Imperial Guard developed into a force of all
arms numbering almost 100,000 men. Used by Napoleon as his principal tactical
reserve, the Guard was engaged only sparingly, being deployed at the crucial
moment of battle to turn the tide of victory in favor of the Emperor of the French.
Naturally, the Imperial Guard has been the subject of numerous books over many
decades, yet there has never been a publication that has investigated the
uniforms and equipment of the infantry of the Imperial Guard in such detail and
with such precision. The author has collected copies of almost all the surviving
documents relating to the Guard, which includes a vast amount of material
regarding the issuing of dress items, in some instances down to company level.
This information is supported by an unrivaled collection of illustrations, many of
which have never been published before, as well as images of original items of
equipment held in museums and private collections across the globe. In addition,
the renowned military artist, Keith Rocco, has produced a series of unique
paintings commissioned exclusively for this book. This glorious book is, and will
remain, unsurpassed as the standard work on the clothing and equipment of the
Imperial Guard, and will not only be invaluable to historians, but also reenactors,
wargamers and modelers. It is one of the most important publications ever
produced on this most famous of military formations.
Dressed in distinctive green uniforms and classically inspired copper helmets, the
Dragoons of the Imperial Guard were raised in 1806 by the same criteria as other
Guard units – by selection of picked, literate veterans from Line regiments who
had six to ten years of service, and citations for bravery in at least two
campaigns. The following year they were named Dragons de l'Impératrice in a
unique compliment to the Empress Josephine. As a ceremonial regiment it
enjoyed many privileges, but it also saw combat on a number of occasions,
including the battles of Essling and Wagram (1809), the Russian campaign
(1812, when it suffered severe losses), at Bautzen, Wachau and Leipzig (1813),
in the 1814 Campaign of France, and at Ligny and Waterloo (1815).
“This in-depth study of the nuts and bolts of a single division is without a doubt
the best book I have ever read on Waterloo.”—The Napoleon Series Winner of
the 2017 Society for Army Historical Research Templer Medal This is the most
detailed account of the 2nd Division at Waterloo ever published. It is based on
the papers of its commander Sir Henry Clinton, and it reveals for the first time the
previously unrecognized vital role this division made in the defeat of Napoleon.
Author Gareth Glover explains how the division was placed ahead of the main
allied squares thus impeding the charges of the French cavalry, and how the 2nd
Division supported the defense of Hougoumont, considered by the Duke of
Wellington as the key to his victory on 18 June 1815. Perhaps the most
significant aspect of this book is the description of the defeat of Napoleon’s
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Imperial Guard. Just how the incomparable Guard was stopped and then driven
from the battlefield is explained in detail. Once and for all, this 200-year
controversy is finally resolved. “Does a superb job of dissecting the controversy
over whether it was Adam’s Brigade or the Guard’s Brigade that was
instrumental in defeating the Imperial Guard.”—The Napoleon Series
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